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Sandy’s Nature and Impacts
Tropical Cyclone

- Cyclone that originates over tropical/subtropical oceans
- Includes Tropical Depressions, Tropical Storms, Hurricanes and Typhoons
- Energy supplied by very warm ocean waters
- Mature Tropical Cyclones have bands of rain with most intense rain and wind in the eyewall (area surrounding the eye of the storm)
- Range in diameter from 100 km to well over 1000 km and lasts for days
- Unconnected to the surrounding atmosphere (i.e. like a cork floating in a river)
Extratropical Cyclone

- Connected to the surrounding atmosphere
- Core of storm is comprised of cold air
- Energy taken from horizontal temperature differences
- Rainfall forms in a large area along and to the left of the track of the storm centre
Extratropical Transition

- Interaction between a tropical cyclone and other non-tropical weather systems
- In many cases, results in a new weather system that is a combination of a tropical cyclone and an extratropical cyclone
- Even after a long period of time, the new weather system can retain some tropical traits
- Many of the tropical cyclones that impact Canada are in some stage of extratropical transition
Transitioning Storms

- Scientists have attempted to categorize storms
- Nature doesn’t recognize our categories…a wide spectrum of storms exists that exhibits traits of both tropical and extratropical storms
- Northeastern U.S. most heavily populated area in United States (i.e. 20% of population)
- Implications for impacts from these types of storms in Ontario/Quebec/Atlantic Canada
- Sandy’s lasting legacy likely to be more effort put into understanding these types of storms
Tropical Cyclone History

Data since 1949 in the Pacific, 1851 in the Atlantic

This map shows the tracks of all North Atlantic and Eastern North Pacific tropical cyclones.

- Extratropical, Wave, or Remnant Low
- Tropical or Subtropical Cyclones
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Superstorm Sandy

- Lowest central pressure ever recorded for a storm making landfall north of North Carolina (approx. 940 mb)
- Massive size (at one point over 1600 km in diameter)
- Record storm surge for NYC (4.2 metres) coincides with high tide
- 10 metre wave recorded in New York Harbour
- Multiple elements (wind, surge, rain and snow)
- $50 Billion in losses?
Sandy’s Impacts
Canadian Impacts
Superstorm Sandy – Ontario Impacts

• Strong North winds in Southern Ontario from evening of Monday, Oct. 29 into morning of Tuesday, Oct. 30
• Wind gusts between 80 and 90 km/h…strongest gusts in Sarnia area to 100 km/h
• 2 fatalities – Toronto woman hit by debris, Bluewater Power employee killed repairing downed power lines
• Up to 150,000 without power
• 7 Metre waves at south end of Lake Huron…lakers stuck at west end of Lake Erie
Advances in Medium Range (3 to 10 Day) Forecasting

- Supercomputers now capable of up to 70 trillion calculations per second
- Better ability to approximate atmospheric processes
- Ensemble approach makes slight changes in initial conditions and then displays multiple future solutions
Advances in Medium Range Forecasting

- Day 2 forecast as accurate as Day 1 forecast in 1988
- Day 7 forecast as accurate as Day 5 forecast in 1988
- Increased safety and economic benefits as longer range forecasts become more accurate
- Aviation, Agriculture, Tourism, Retail, Utilities
Advances in Medium Range Forecasting

ECMWF (European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts)

7.5 Days in Advance

Coloured Lines represent Various forecast tracks

Actual Track in Black
Advances in Medium Range Forecasting

- Increased accuracy in longer range forecasts introduces challenge of how to impart this information
- Works best with large, well-defined weather systems
- Smaller scale storms (i.e. individual thunderstorms) still difficult to pinpoint days in advance
- Some situations still low confidence
EC’s Response – Inter-regional Cooperation
- Canadian Hurricane Centre Response Zone
EC’s Response – Inter-Regional Cooperation
Early Notification

• When, how and who do we tell about approaching large storms?
• How do we express confidence level in longer range forecasts?
• How do we ensure the message and risks are properly understood?
Early Notification – Sandy

- Internal discussion held Tuesday, Oct 23 about potential Sandy Impacts in Canada on Oct 29
- Email sent to key emergency management clients on October 23 providing initial concerns about potential Sandy impacts for Oct 29 (i.e. rain and wind)
- Additional Email sent Oct 24 to an expanded list of key clients
- First public notification – Evening of October 25 – Tropical Cyclone Statement from Canadian Hurricane Centre
Early Notification - Sandy

• Oct 26 – Conference calls between regions
• Oct 26 PM – Special Weather Statement for Southern Ontario (i.e. rain and wind) for Mon Oct 29
• Special Media and Emergency Manager conference calls Oct 27, 28, 29
• Extra staffing in Weather Centres and for media spokespeople Sat Oct 27 and Sun Oct 28
• Continued coordination of messaging between regions
• Coordination with Conservation Authorities
Early Notification - Sandy

• 4:50 AM Mon Oct 29 – Wind Warning for Southern Ontario (rain no longer expected to be significant)
• Emergency Management Ontario (EMO) coordinates conference call with other Provincial Ministries...Environment Canada provides briefing
• EMO in concert with Ministry of Transportation changes messaging on 400 series highway signs to mention Wind Warning
• Approx 8 PM Mon Oct 29 – north winds strengthen over Southern Ontario
Some Ontario Media and Public Reaction

- Didn’t seem so bad…
- Didn’t you overdo it?
- Mixing of American messaging/warnings with Canadian messaging
- Impacts in U.S. much larger than in Canada
- However Canadian Warnings not overdone (i.e. we got pretty much what we said we’d get)…Americans as well…
- Traditional Media…Social Media…Media-on-demand from many sources…blurs geography…blurs the message…
Future of Weather Alerting/Notification

• ECAlertMe – Email/Text Message
• Tiered/Impact-based Warnings
• When to alert media/public (i.e. especially when confidence low)?
• How to alert?
Rainfall warning ISSUED for Geoffl
Issued on Tue Sep 4, 2012 18:42 UTC View More

Severe thunderstorms are imminent or occurring in the area. These storms may produce large hail, damaging winds or heavy rainfall. Remember that some severe thunderstorms can also produce tornadoes.

Emergency management Ontario recommends taking cover immediately when threatening weather approaches.

More details on the alert are available here.

Replies to this message will not be read or responded to.
Latest information is always available here: http://weatheroffice.gc.ca/warnings/warnings_e.html.
Risk Communication – Impact-based Warnings
Risk Communication – Impact-based Warnings

Current warning system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Warning</th>
<th>Severe Weather Warning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Proposed alternative: Impact Based

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Impacts</th>
<th>Few Impacts</th>
<th>Significant impacts</th>
<th>Emergency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role of antecedent conditions, Better Risk/hazard explanation, Behavioural advice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Freq Occurrence | High Vulnerability/Rare
Levels of Warning

- Green – OK
- Yellow – Current Warning Criteria
- Orange – Significant Warning (once a season type of event)
- Red – Rare, Particularly Dangerous situation (once in a decade kind of storm)
Warning Impact Statements

- Link impact statements to level of message
- Strong tornadoes could cause serious injury or death
- Intense snow squalls causing zero visibilities and extremely dangerous driving conditions
- Freezing Rain/High Winds resulting in widespread power failures
Summer 2013

• Changes begin with Severe Thunderstorm, Tornado Warnings
• More specific impact messages (i.e. wind, hail, rain, tornado)
• More specific geographic area (i.e. attempt to better focus on the areas of immediate risk)
• Fall – Winter 2013 – process begins for winter storms
• Continue to assess/fine-tune based on client feedback
Thank you!